For Immediate Release

WINTER ESCAPADES AT NICCOLO HOTELS

Hong Kong SAR, China, 19 November, 2021 – With the festive season fast approaching, Niccolo
Hotels has introduced “Winter Escapades” for guests to enjoy effortlessly luxurious experiences,
whether they choose to wine, dine or celebrate at any of the group’s five luxury hotels – in Chengdu,
Changsha, Chongqing, Suzhou in mainland China; and Hong Kong.
Applicable to direct bookings made through NiccoloHotels.com from 23 November, 2021 to 23
January, 2022, “Winter Escapades” combines 20% off the Best Available Rate and complimentary
daily breakfast for two persons. DISCOVERY members benefit from an extra 10% off the room rate.
In addition, guests enjoy peace of mind with flexible cancellation options and Safe Travels – the
brand’s programme of stringent health and hygiene measures to complement its commitment to
continue providing a pleasurable and safe experience at its hotels.
Terms and conditions:
 Offer is applicable to two consecutive nights stay and subject to availability
 Offer may not be used in conjunction with other promotions, programmes and certificates
 The stay period is from 23 November, 2021 to 23 January, 2022 (both days inclusive).
 One-night cancellation charge is applicable to amended and/or cancelled reservations received
less than 24 hours in advance of 6 p.m. (hotel local time) on the day of arrival
 Room rates are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government tax where applicable
To become a Niccolo DISCOVERY member, guests can enrol here.
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About Wharf Hotels
The Spirit of Discovery
Emanating the spirit of discovery, Wharf Hotels, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Wharf (Holdings)
Ltd, is based in Hong Kong SAR of China, and currently operates 17 owned or managed hotels under
Niccolo or Marco Polo Hotels in Hong Kong, Mainland China and the Philippines. Niccolo Hotels was
added to the group’s portfolio in 2015 as the luxury collection, positioning the brand as contemporary
chic. The Murray, Hong Kong, a Niccolo Hotel, the brand's flagship hotel, was ranked as the top hotel
in the city within a year of its opening. The recent opening of Niccolo Suzhou brings the brand’s
collection to five hotels following the successes of Niccolo Chengdu, Chongqing and Changsha.
Marco Polo’s international deluxe hotels in established locations within Hong Kong, Mainland China
and the Philippines maintain their ethos to explore, discover and experience a destination, drawing
on the philosophies of their namesake, Marco Polo: an adventurer, a traveller, an entrepreneur and a
connoisseur of culture – just as Marco Polo’s modern travellers are today. Wharf Hotels is a member
of the Global Hotel Alliance. Further details are available at wharfhotels.com.

About DISCOVERY Loyalty
A memorable trip demands more than a comfortable stay. DISCOVERY, an award-winning global
loyalty programme, provides 11 million members recognition and perks across over 570 hotels,
resorts and palaces in 85 countries. Elite members have the opportunity to immerse themselves in
local culture through Local Experiences and distinctive activities that capture an authentic taste of
each destination. For more information, visit discoveryloyalty.com
End
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